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3-POINT FELLING DOGS

WHAT MAKES THE WESTCOAST SAW 
FELLING DOGS DIFFERENT THAN OTHERS 
ON THE MARKET?
The Westcoast Saw 3-Point Felling Dogs are designed with 
functionality in mind. The middle spike falls directly in line with 
the chain kerf, allowing for a smoother cut and great articulation, 
especially when bucking or lining up face cuts.

Ⓓ CANADA DESIGN REG. NO. 209517, WESTCOAST SAW LLC
US PATENT. NO. 1018234, WESTCOAST SAW, LLC



3-POINT FELLING DOGS

MOST COMMON FELLING DOG  
CUSTOMER QUESTIONS
Why do I need to run a chain catcher on your dual-
felling dogs?
With any oversized dual-felling dog set-up, the chain catcher is 
necessary for added strength against the force of twisting. We 
provide a 6-month warranty against breakage when used with a 
chain catcher. 

Is a chain roller included with my 3-point  
felling dogs? 
Husqvarna®, Makita®, and Echo® dual-felling dog models include a 
chain catcher.

Stihl® compatible felling dogs and single spike dogs do not include 
a chain catcher.

Is hardware included with my 3-point felling dogs?
Felling dog hardware is not included (exception is Echo model 100-
0223 - hardware is included)

You can reuse the OEM hardware if you’re already running dual 
dogs. If drilling through your clutch cover, you may need 14-16MM 
bolts. If your clutch cover has pre-drilled holes, 12MM bolts should 
be sufficient.

INSTALLATION TIPS
General Installation for dual-felling dogs

           Remove the clutch cover and install the inside felling dog. 
Make sure the bolts are tightened. 

           Some factory clutch covers may not have predrilled holes. 
If necessary, drill out the pre-marked hex marks on the 
clutch cover below the chain sliders and install the outside 
felling dog. Install the bolts inside facing out; the nut will 
be placed on the outside. Put on loosely. 

           Attach the chain catcher to the outside felling dog.

           Place the assembled clutch cover on the bar studs. Once 
the chain catcher is aligned to the inside dog hole, tighten 
the outside felling dog bolt. 

Insider Tip

Customers may lose up to an inch of bar length with some of the 
3-point felling dogs.

The 3-Point felling dogs for the 462 (part number 100-0217) 
is a replica of part number 100-0206, but slightly smaller. We 
recommend these to customers who prefer a smaller-scale version 
of the 100-0206.

SUGGESTED YOUTUBE VIDEOS:

3-POINT, 4-POINT, AND 
5-POINT FELLING DOGS – 
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

INSTALLING A  
CHAIN CATCHER
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